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30% on energy.
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need to up-skill. There is no substitute for an intelligent workforce who 
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Disclaimer

This newsletter is designed to provide 
information of a general nature and is not 
intended as a substitute for professional 
advice in a particular matter. You should 
always seek appropriate advice from a 
suitably qualified professional before 
taking, or refraining from taking, any 
action. The opinions and interpretations 
expressed within this newsletter are those 
of the contributors/authors only and 
may not reflect those of other parties. 
No representation or warranty, express 
or implied, is made as to the accuracy or 
completeness of the information contained 
in this newsletter and therefore the 
information should not be relied upon. The 
contents of this newsletter should not be 
construed as professional advice and ESR 
Technology Limited and the Pump Centre 
disclaim liability for any loss, howsoever 
caused, arising directly or indirectly from 
reliance on the information contained 
within this newsletter.

CELEBRATING 5 YEARS OF 
PIONEERING TECHNOLOGY! 
Our proven Class 0 certified (ISO 8573-1) oil-free screw blower technology helps you save over 
30% on energy.

Atlas Copco Compressors  
Phone: 0800 181085 
Email: compressor.sales@uk.atlascopco.com 
Web: www.efficiencyblowers.com

Conference 2015

We are well underway with the 
preparation for the Pump Centre 
Conference & Exhibition 2015 – the 
main sponsors are in place and the 
exhibition layout has been fixed. 
We have added an extra 1200m2 of 
exhibition space to accommodate 
for the extra demand. “Pumping 
Best Practice for 2020” has been 
confirmed by the Pump Centre 
Council as the theme for the main technical conference. The 2015 

Conference is looking forward five 
years to where pumps and pumping 
will be by 2020. There are a number 
of significant issues that will impact 
the industry during this period and 
it is important for innovation and 
technical development to help to 
control TOTEX in a more difficult 
and more demanding working 
environment. The call for papers will 

be circulated shortly to all members - if you want to participate please 
respond quickly!

Pump Project of the Year

We are also asking for nominations for the Pump Centre “Pump Project 
of the Year” (PPOTY). If you have been involved in a successful pump 
related project why not let us know. The purpose of PPOTY is to promote 
the selected project at the Pump Centre conference. More details about 
PPOTY are included in this issue of PumpAction. It is very easy to 
nominate your project, if you would like a nomination form email me at: 
john.howarth@esrtechnology.com.

Scottish Mini-Conference

The Pump Centre is heading north in October because we are holding our 
annual Scottish Mini-Conference near Glasgow. This is the third Scottish 
Conference that we have organised, the event originally evolved from a 
technical awareness day. The previous Conferences have been supported 
by Scottish Water, who helped to plan the technical programme and 
promote the event internally to their staff. Last year the event attracted 
over 70 delegates and about a dozen member companies took the 
opportunity to have an exhibition stand.

John Howarth
Pump Centre Manager
john.howarth@esrtechnology.com

© ESR Technology Ltd
Pump Centre, ESR Technology Ltd, Whittle House,
410 The Quadrant, Birchwood Park, Warrington, WA3 6FW
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From the laboratory through the pilot plant to production, Cole-Parmer is a 
leading global source of scalable laboratory and industrial fluid handling products, 
instrumentation, equipment, and supplies. 

The company boasts innovative products such as Masterflex® tubing pump 
systems, as well as a wide range of metering and general transfer pumps. 
Additional equipment includes flowmeters, mixers, process equipment/
instrumentation, tubing and fittings, personal safety items, and general-purpose 
laboratory equipment & consumables. 

Detailed product information is available from our handy 2000-page 2013/14 
Cole-Parmer Sourcebook or our web site at www.coleparmer.co.uk, featuring 
detailed selection guides, technical specifications, current pricing and availability 
for over 100,000 products.

Cole-Parmer offers hard-to-find items and everyday basics (including familiar 
and reliable brands) alongside value-added-services like traceable certificates 
and OEM private-label/custom design services. These are all supported by free 
technical assistance from our expert staff of application specialists, who can help 
in product selection and troubleshooting problems throughout the life of the 
product.

www.coleparmer.co.uk

Cole-Parmer – Delivering 
Solutions you Trust

NEW MEMBERS & MEMBERS’ NEWS

Atlas Copco Compressors has announced the 
appointment of Keith Findlay as AIRScan Manager 
within its Compressor Technique Service division in the 
UK. Commenting on his new position in the company, 
Keith Findlay said: “My goal is to increase the profile of 
AIRScan among our UK customer base by providing highly 
accurate energy audit reports which can help customers 
save money by highlighting the benefits of VSD and 
energy recovery technology, in addition to enabling 
them to rectify downstream issues such as pressure 
drops, process leaks and pipe work improvements.  
I therefore believe AIRScan has the potential to become a 
good practice guide, as well as an energy audit.” 

After completing his apprenticeship with City and Guilds and J.I.B Achievement 
Measurement qualifications in electrical engineering, Keith moved into the field 
of compressed air and for six years worked as an Industrial Air sales engineer 

with Atlas Copco, winning the Salesman of the Year award in 2004. After two 
subsequent career moves he went on to set up his own business in air energy 
management, gaining the expertise which after four years lead to his re-joining 
Atlas Copco Compressors in this specialist role. 

AIRScan is Atlas Copco’s highly accurate, non-intrusive, independent survey 
report system which is designed to pinpoint any compressed air system energy 
drains so action can be taken to achieve peak efficiency, with consequent savings 
in energy costs. In his new position, Keith plans to build an AIRScan team of the 
company’s own specialist service engineers and energy consultants to assist 
existing customers and new clients to achieve the ISO50001 standard, which 
includes ISO11011 compressed air energy audit compliance.

A native of Sunderland, Keith’s leisure activities are shared between playing golf, 
supporting Sunderland AFC, encouraging his two sons at football and pursuing 
his love of world travel. 

www.atlascopco.co.uk

Atlas Copco Compressors appoints Keith 
Findlay as AIRScan Manager

Keith Findlay

MGA Controls Ltd are a leading Control & Instrumentation company delivering 
valve, actuation and instrumentation solutions to industry sectors such as Water, 
Oil & Gas, Food & Beverage, Petrochem, Power and more.

MGA Controls Ltd is a tried and trusted solutions provider for the Water Industry 
and has successfully supplied the UK’s leading water companies with our 
innovative range of resilient hinge check valves. We offer our customers so much 
more than just the supply of products. We deliver high quality solutions in the 
form of technical support, process media flow analysis, transient analysis, valve 
sizing and technical consultancy for the potable water, wastewater and water 
treatment segments of the water industry.

Our culture is always to focus on product and service quality and our approach 
is to only supply products that support our customers desire to minimise 
‘product life cycle’ costs. This means helping our customers to achieve the correct 
balance between capital expenditure and operational & maintenance costs. The 
consequence is that this makes MGA Controls an invaluable partner to assist 
with optimising for TOTEX as we move forward with our customers into the next 
AMP period.

www.mgacontrols.co.uk

MGA Controls
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Eta keeps the world on the move

Etanorm Etaline

Our Eta pump family keeps the world on the move. And there are plenty of big reasons: 
the highly efficient top-class hydraulic system. Dozens of sizes, materials and drives  
in almost any combination. And service that puts rivals in the shade. After millions of great 
pumps, the new generation is here. So discover what Eta can now do for you.  
www.ksb.com/eta-en

• KSB Limited • 2 Cotton Way • Loughborough • Leicestershire • LE11 5TF • 01509 231872 •  www.ksb.co.uk

Etabloc Etanorm SYT

Meet the family  
the fast way.  
All our Eta pumps  
at a glance.

 Our technology. Your success. 
Pumps n Valves n Service
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MEMBERS’ NEWS

William Hackett Chains have restructured their route to market since the 
acquisition of Bradney Chain. Both companies had previously provided their 
products to market through different routes. Now the restructure falls in line 
with the great product profile of William Hackett Chains.

Pump Manufacture members of the Pump Centre are now classified as Original 
Equipment Manufacturers and will benefit from distributor status. Pump 
manufacturers who don’t currently receive discounted prices will benefit when 
they order Pump Lifting Chains and associated products for the waste water 
sector.

William Hackett Chains Ltd was established back in 1892 and have a long 
tradition of chain and chain assembly manufacture. Through the acquisition of 
Bradney Chain in October of 2013, William Hackett Chains have now become the 
number one manufacturer of chain products in the UK. The additional expertise 
and wider production capacity means more flexibility and an increased range of 
products for all their industries which include Construction, Offshore Oil and Gas, 
Industrial Engineering and Agriculture.

At their West Midlands manufacturing facility William Hackett Chains can 
manufacture Pump Lifting Chains in Grade 50 316L Stainless Steel, 316 
Stainless Steel and High Tensile Grade 40 Galvanised steel. The flexibility of their 
manufacturing means they can supply products to meet the varying specifications 
issued by the water companies. Chris Wiggins, Director of Utilities at William 
Hackett Chains says “the wide range of specification that the water company’s 
use is very confusing for companies that supply across the UK. Manufacturing and 
stocking for such a diverse requirement increases costs and inventory. A common 
standard would help suppliers and manufactures alike”.

As a testament of their commitment to quality William Hackett Chains hold ISO 
9001 certification that ensures that they have full traceability on all products 

supplied with records both electronically and in paper form. Their Assure system 
gives live detailed tracking of all their products, from delivery, manufacture, 
test and despatch. This system has 10 years of data available. Should you need 
certification or manufacturing traceability from a product you have in service 
they have it at a touch of a button. William Hackett Chains believe it’s unique 
in the industry.

In addition to Pump Centre membership William Hackett Chains are members 
of the Lifting Equipment and Engineers Association (L.E.E.A) They are currently 
engaging in dialogue with both associations, British Water, SBWWi and major 
water companies to harmonise the specifications for a best practice policy for 
the raising of submersible pumps. Chris Wiggins invites Pump Centre members to 
communicate on this subject should they have concerns or wish to be involved 
in this project. 

www.williamhackett.co.uk

Membership Benefits for Pump Manufactures

If you think your project deserves recognition why not put it forward 
for the Pump Centre Pump Project of the Year.

The project chosen will:
 • Be featured in an article in the February 2015 issue of   
  the PumpAction newsletter and also on the Pump Centre website.
 • Have a display area at the 2015 Pump Centre conference.
 • Be a key presentation at the 2015 Pump Centre conference.

To qualify the project must involve:
 • Pumps and pumping technology.
 • A Pump Centre member company, as part of the project team.

To enter please contact the Pump Centre  
(john.howarth@esrtechnology.com) and request a nomination form.

Pump Project of the Year (PPOTY) 2015
The Pump Centre “PUMP PROJECT OF THE YEAR” was launched 
at this year’s conference. The aim is to help promote one 
pump related project every year and highlight the excellent 
work carried by the project team. To enter please contact 
the Pump Centre (john.howarth@esrtechnology.com) and 
request a nomination form.

The basic concept is as follows:

1. The PPOTY will be held annually.

2. The PPOTY will consist of:
 • A featured display area within the exhibition to   
  explain the project.

 • The PPOTY will be promoted at the conference   
  dinner and during the technical conference.
 • Articles in the Feb & June 2015 issues of PumpAction.

3. The timeline for PPOTY:
 • Nomination forms completed by 31 Oct 2014.
 • Forms circulated to Council for vote.
 • Voting completed by 30 Nov 2014.
 • Selected Project announced December 2014.

4. The selected Project team will have the option to:   
 Publish an article in Feb 2015 issue of PumpAction,   
 produce a dedicated display area at 2015 Conference   
 and give a technical presentation at 2015 Conference.

PUMPACTION
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The damage and noise that are caused by flow changes 
in centrifugal pumping systems is a well-known 
challenge for engineers. These flow changes or surges 
can occur when starting or stopping a pump or opening 
or closing valves. There are a number of mechanical 
surge reduction techniques, but these tend to be costly 
and complex. Electronic starting and stopping of the 
pump motor is a cost-effective solution that reduces 
surges or hammering problems. Here, Stuart Greenwood, 
product marketing manager for industrial control and 
automation at Eaton, explains why soft starters are 
becoming the control of choice for centrifugal pumping 
systems. 

Centrifugal pumps are generally coupled directly to the shaft of an electric motor. 
When applying full line voltage to start the motor, the pump is rapidly accelerated 
to full speed, often in less than a quarter of a second. Thus, the flow out of the 
pump also increases to total capacity in that short time frame. Because fluids are 
only slightly compressible and have momentum, this large change in flow over 
such a short period of time results in high and low pressure surges as the system 
seeks equilibrium. This results in many undesirable effects.

These pressure surges can stress the walls of the pipe and cause an audible noise. 
The sound is as if the pipe was struck with a mallet repeatedly, termed ‘water 
hammering’. But although annoying, the sound created is trivial when compared 
to the physical damage that pressure surges can cause. Extremely high-pressure 
transients can cause the pipe to burst while extremely low transients can cause 
pipes to collapse.

So if starting and stopping the pump abruptly and the subsequent rapid changes 
in flow cause the water hammer, it is apparent that some form of control over 
this sequence is desirable. By controlling the acceleration and deceleration of the 
pump motor, the water hammer effect can be minimised.

There are three methods of starting and stopping a pump; direct on-line (DOL), 
solid-state reduced voltage (SSRV) starting; and soft starter controllers with 
pump control option.

The main concern with DOL starting is that the motor torque output more than 
exceeds the requirement of the pump during the start cycle. Locked rotor torque 
(LRT) is the torque developed by the motor the instant that full voltage is seen 
at the motor terminals at zero speed. LRT can be as high as 180 per cent of the 
torque the motor produces at full speed. Breakdown torque (BT) is the highest 
amount of torque the motor can develop. BT can be as high as 250 per cent of full 
load torque. The difference between the torque produced by the motor and that 
required by the load is called accelerating torque.

If the period of time in which the flow reaches 100 per cent can be increased 
then hammering can be reduced. This can be achieved by reducing the amount of 

accelerating torque (the torque that causes the motor to rotate the connected 
load) delivered by the motor. Less accelerating torque means less force to turn 
the load and therefore more time required to change the speed of the pump. This 
can be done using a solid-state reduced voltage (SSRV) starter to slowly ramp the 
voltage applied to the motor from zero to full voltage over some pre-set time, 
usually adjustable from two to thirty seconds.

With the SSRV starting method, the accelerating torque is greatly reduced 
compared to the direct on-line method. At the end of the ramp, however, there 
is a sudden and excessive acceleration torque which generates a corresponding 
burst of speed and this may result in hammering as the pump motor rapidly 
approaches 100 per cent speed. This is a result of the breakdown torque that is 
still present when using an SSRV starter. This sudden surge in pump motor torque 
at the end of the start cycle results in a flow surge.

The sudden surge in torque is due to the characteristics of the motor. It occurs 
because SSRV starting ramps the voltage up without regard to the motor’s 
performance. So although SSRV starting improves starting torque characteristics 
of the pump motor, it cannot control breakdown torque that causes surges.

With the pump control option, the surge produced during DOL and SSRV is 
greatly reduced. This can be achieved by using the microprocessor in the soft 
start controllers to carefully control the torque output to the motor. As there are 
no sudden changes in torque, this delivers smooth acceleration of the motor and 
reduces surges or hammering (Figure 1).

Adding Pump Control to Soft 
Starters Evens the Flow

Figure 2: Pump Stop Flow vs. Time

Figure 1: Starting Flow vs. Time

Stuart Greenwood

MEMBERS’ NEWSPUMPACTION
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MEMBERS’ NEWS

However it is not just starting the pump that can be problematic, stopping it 
smoothly is equally as important. When a DOL starter is applied, the pump 
motor will coast when a stop command is initiated. The system head will quickly 
overcome the motor inertia, and the pump will come to a rapid stop. The fluid, 
which is in motion and has momentum, must come to a complete halt as well. 
This action causes pressure surges on the pipes and valves (Figure 2).

In an attempt to curb this, many control manufacturers are recommending 
an SSRV starter with a soft stop as a solution to surge. The problem with that 
approach is that in many applications a soft stop cannot prevent sudden changes 
in motor torque required on pumping applications.

When a soft stop is initiated, the voltage drops to zero over a time selected by the 
user. This reduction in voltage does reduce the torque, causing the pump to slow 
down. However, a point is quickly reached where the load torque demand exceeds 
the motor torque supply, and the motor stalls. The effect, though not as severe, is 
the same as slamming a valve closed, and hammering occurs.

This can be avoided by using soft starter controllers with pump control option. 

This will allow control of the pump’s deceleration similar to the control achieved 
during the acceleration phase. When a pump is stopped the controller reduces the 
motor speed to prevent any sudden changes in torque and minimises any surges. 
The soft starter controllers continue to reduce the torque of the pump motor to 
ensure there are no sudden changes in flow that can cause hammering.

Soft starter controllers with pump control option produce the most desirable 
flow characteristics when starting and stopping centrifugal pump motors. There 
are no sudden peaks or breaks in flow that result in surges or hammering in the 
system. When analysing what is to be done about a hammering problem, an 
electrical solution should be considered before a mechanical solution. The initial 
cost for the electrical solution tends to be less than that of a specialised control 
valve as well as being less complex. So all things considered there can be little 
doubt that soft starter controllers with pump control are the optimum solution 
for centrifugal pump systems (Figure 3).

www.eaton.com

Figure 3: Pump Control vs. Flow

Pulsar’s non-invasive flow monitor Flow Pulse is aiding Compliance and Asset 
Management throughout the Region; over 160 are monitoring flow rates within 
critical Sewage Pumping Stations (SPS). Flow Pulse is installed at a fraction of the 
equivalent Magflow meter cost without process interruption.

DCWW targeted Compliance and Asset Management improvement within 
the Sewage Pumping Station (SPS) network. A key management element is to 
continuously monitor the efficiency and performance of individual pumps so, 
for example, maintenance can be planned and efficiencies maximised. Burst or 
blocked mains can be identified and Compliance is supported, for example by 
confirming pump operation during extreme storm conditions.

Magflow meters would be the traditional choice, but with 250 monitoring points 
identified, the costs, once installation, local disruption and timescale were taken 
into consideration were prohibitive.

Pulsar were developing Flow Pulse, a new concept that uses advanced digital 
Refracted Spread Spectrum Analysis (RSSA) within a clamp-on, non-invasive flow 
monitor, DCWW’s Innovation Team saw the potential benefits, providing trial 
sites along with invaluable detailed feedback and support that allowed Pulsar to 
finalise development.

Flow Pulse has a minimal installation cost, only requiring a simple screwdriver to 
mount, and there is no interruption to the process. DCWW estimate that they 
will see a resulting saving compared to Magflow meters of £1.5million over the 
full project, an average of £6,000 per installation. DCWW have now installed over 

160 of the 250 units required for the project.

“This is a great example of R&D collaboration between a Technology provider and 
Water Company in providing Innovative solutions to meet the challenges of AMP 6 
and beyond.” – Carle Redwood, DCWW Senior Innovation Engineer.

Flow Pulse was awarded National Innovation of the Year 2014 by the Institute 
of Water.

www.pulsar-pm.com

Flow Pulse and DCWW Welsh Water: 
Aiding Compliance with £1.5million 

Installation Savings

PUMPACTION
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Mechanically Assembled and All Welded Construction
Pump Lifting Chains

Corrosion Resistant Chain Hoists
Also available in standard 316 and galvanized finish

All prices are for 2 metre reach 

Single Leg Sling 6mm 8mm 10mm 13mm 16mm 20mm 22mm 

C/W Sling Hook 34.47 40.82 55.25 86.74 136.75 267.50 449.11 

C/W Self Locking Hook 49.31 60.11 74.75 116.42 186.57 335.34 - 

Extra for Grab Hook 4.13 4.88 8.69 17.49 31.27 63.60 116.60 

Extra per metre 6.95 9.33 11.45 18.44 26.50 42.30 68.00 

Assembly charge 11.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 16.00 18.50 22.00 

 

Two Leg sling 6mm 8mm 10mm 13mm 16mm 20mm 22mm 

C/W Sling Hook 63.97 77.60 102.59 165.56 269.79 518.61 842.76 

C/W Self Locking Hook 107.85 116.18 141.60 224.92 369.43 654.29 - 

Extra for Grab Hook 8.27 9.75 17.38 34.98 62.54 127.20 233.20 

Extra per metre 13.90 18.66 22.90 36.88 53.00 84.60 136.00 

Assembly charge 13.50 13.50 15.00 17.50 20.00 24.00 27.50 

 

Three Leg Sling 6mm 8mm 10mm 13mm 16mm 20mm 22mm 

C/W Sling Hook 112.95 126.49 168.84 277.15 448.16 830.63 1394.02 

C/W Self Locking Hook 170.83 184.36 227.35 366.19 597.62 1034.15 - 

Extra for Grab Hook 12.40 14.63 26.08 52.47 93.81 190.80 349.80 

Extra per metre 20.85 27.99 34.35 55.32 79.50 126.90 204.00 

Assembly charge 16.00 16.00 18.00 20.00 24.00 27.50 32.50 

 

Four Leg Sling 6mm 8mm 10mm 13mm 16mm 20mm 22mm 

C/W Sling Hook 125.70 163.47 214.57 350.92 564.77 1054.79 1766.06 

C/W Self Locking Hook 185.06 240.64 292.59 469.64 764.05 1326.15 - 

Extra for Grab Hook 16.54 19.50 34.77 69.96 125.08 254.40 466.40 

Extra per metre 27.80 37.32 45.80 73.76 106.00 169.20 272.00 

Assembly charge 19.00 19.00 21.00 23.00 28.00 32.50 38.50 

        

Collar Sling  
(c/w Master Links each end) 6mm 8mm 10mm 13mm 16mm   

2 Metre 39.43 46.31 57.36 87.76 128.82   

Extra Per Mtr 6.95 9.33 11.45 18.44 26.50   

Assembly Charge 11.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 16.00   

Page 4 Grade 100 Chain Sling System 9 
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Extra Per Mtr 6.95 9.33 11.45 18.44 26.50   
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GRAde 50 316L StAinLeSS SteeL
PUMP LiFtinG SOLUtiOnS

And CHAin SLinG SySteMS
. . . designed and manufactured in the West Midlands

specifically for the water utility sector

Maypole Fields, Cradley, Halesowen, west Midlands, United KingdoM B63 2Qe

tel. 01384 569431   Fax: 01384 639157   Email: info@williamhackett.co.uk    Website: www.williamhackett.co.uk

William Hackett Chains Ltd.
inc. BRADNEY CHAIN AND ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED

Pump Action Full Page Advert.indd   1 05/06/2014   11:54:37
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Training & Awareness 
Day Programme 2014

All training courses (unless indicated) will be held at:

Holiday Inn – Runcorn
Wood Lane
Beechwood
Runcorn
WA7 3HA 
Tel: 0871 942 9070

The majority of our training courses can be run “In-House” at 
a venue selected by the Client. In-house courses become cost 
effective when clients have 8 or more members of staff to be 

trained. Please contact the Pump Centre for a quote.

To discuss your training requirements contact: 

Jim Eaves: 07968 707753 or email jim.eaves@esrtechnology.com

To reserve your places contact: 

Karen Bridgeman: 01925 843512 or email 

karen.bridgeman@esrtechnology.com

For more training information visit www.pumpcentre.com

 Event Programme 2014 Date  Full Price Members Price

 Centrifugal Pump Repair Awareness Day 
 (Leighton Buzzard) 9 Sept 2014 £120 + VAT £96 + VAT

 Centrifugal Pump Repair Awareness Day (Sunderland) 11 Sept 2014 £120 + VAT £96 + VAT

 Pumps for Beginners & Intermediates (2 days) 17 & 18 Sept 2014 £550 + VAT £385 + VAT

 Pumps for Beginners 17 Sept 2014 £350 + VAT £245 + VAT

 Pumps for Intermediates 18 Sept 2014 £350 + VAT £245 + VAT

 Contract Law for Engineers (2 days) 24 & 25 Sept 2014 £550 + VAT £385 + VAT

 Introduction to Pumping System Design 30 Sept 2014 £120 + VAT £96 + VAT

 Scottish Mini Conference (Glasgow) 9 Oct 2014 £120 + VAT £96 + VAT

 Valves for Beginners  4 Nov 2014 £350 + VAT £245 + VAT

 Improving Pump Maintenance  5 Nov 2014 £350 + VAT £245 + VAT

 Why Mechanical Seals Fail  6 Nov 2014 £350 + VAT £245 + VAT

 Pumping in the Water Industry (4½ days) 10 – 14 Nov 2014 £995 + VAT £695 + VAT

 How Can Social Media Benefit An Engineer? 25 Nov 2014 £120 + VAT £96 + VAT

 (Awareness Days are highlighted in red).

Training is a key benefit of Pump Centre membership, all members receive a 30% discount off the standard course price - this 
makes our courses very competitive in comparison to many other training providers.

The Pump Centre offers a wide range of practical engineering based courses that address the design and application of plant 
and equipment. The courses are suited to engineers who are new to a particular discipline and also to those who need to 
update and refresh their knowledge.

We have a scheduled programme of courses that run throughout the year with a short break over the summer period. The 
majority of our scheduled courses are run at venues close to our office in Warrington in the North West of England.

Many of our courses can be run in-house at a venue selected by the client. These become very cost effective when a company 
has eight or more members of staff that need training. For a small additional fee and given sufficient preparation time in-
house courses can often be tailored to suit a company’s specific requirements.

On the following pages we have highlighted some of the courses that are available before the end of the year.

PUMPACTION
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TRAINING & AWARENESS DAY PROGRAMME 2014

As social media use grows, there are lots of ways for businesses and individuals to 
meet their objectives through using social media.

This awareness day is an introduction to social media for engineers. It will focus 
mainly on two platforms – Twitter and LinkedIn, but also details what other 
platforms are available.

The content will include:
• How can social media benefit an engineer?
• Why use LinkedIn?
• Maximising your LinkedIn profile and presence
• Understanding who to accept connection requests from
• Finding people to connect with
• Using LinkedIn to grow your knowledge
• Getting involved in appropriate groups 
• Keeping in contact with those you need to through LinkedIn

• Why use Twitter?
• Creating a Twitter profile you can use for business purposes
• What to say within your Twitter updates
• Searching for people to follow on Twitter
• Interacting with key people through Twitter
• Other platforms to consider and how an engineer may benefit from  
 using them
• Managing to use social media within a busy working day

Who should attend
The awareness day is aimed at engineers who are looking to learn the basics 
about online based networking techniques to build up their technical contacts 
and associations and also interact with their peers in other organisations.

For more information contact: Jim Eaves on 07968 707 753
To book a place contact: Karen Bridgeman on 01925 843512

How Can Social Media Benefit An Engineer? 
This awareness day provides guidance about how to best utilise social media

In the morning session of this training day the basic concepts of pump 
performance are introduced using a small pump rig. The effects of poor operation 
and maintenance are demonstrated and their impact on pump performance 
discussed. An overview of the main mechanical components is given and their 
main degradation mechanisms will be identified and explained. A wide range of 
pump components will be available for delegates to handle and fit. 

In the afternoon session the delegates will move to the workshop area, where they 
will have a “hands-on” opportunity to learn about inspection and dismantling 
procedures. Work under expert guidance will take place on real pumps. Good 
assembly practice will be demonstrated and the key areas to check will be 
highlighted. The session finishes with a demonstration on how to correctly align a 
pump to its motor and ensure it is correctly fastened to its baseplate/foundation.

(Please note - delegates will need to bring their own safety footwear and overalls) 

Objectives and benefits
The course will allow delegates to:

• Appreciate why good maintenance is important 
• Recognise and understand failure modes
• Understand the how various components work
• Develop measurement and fitting skills

• Follow a repair checklist procedure
• Learn about correct measurement and data recording data 

Course Programme
Elements include:

• Pump performance basics
• Identification of pump components
• An introduction to rolling element bearings and mechanical seals 
• Identification of failure modes
• Dismantling and inspection procedures
• Assembly good practice
• Pump alignment 

Who should attend
This course is about 40% theory and 60% practical work. It is aimed at apprentices 
and young engineers who are interested in learning about pumps and pump repair. 
It is also applicable to those who wish to refresh their knowledge. This includes 
pump users, maintenance staff, supervisors and plant technicians and engineers. 

For more information contact: Jim Eaves on 07968 707 753

Centrifugal Pump Repair Day
This one-day course provides guidance about the 

repair & maintenance of centrifugal pumps 
Event Supported by: 

The performance and reliability of pumping equipment is directly related to the 
quality of the system into which it is installed. Therefore, it is vitally important at 
the design stage to create a system that allows the satisfactory pump operation. 
Poor system design invariably leads to higher operating expenditure due to lower 
pumping efficiency and higher maintenance costs.

This awareness day has been produced as an introduction to the subject of 
pumping system design and is based on the “Pumping System Design Guide” 
recently published by the Pump Centre.

The guide is a support tool for the practising engineer/designer to highlight the 
important questions that should be asked during the development of a pumping 
system in order to avoid common operational problems. The guide has been 
written with centrifugal pumps, for waste water and sewage applications, in mind. 
However, wherever possible, it has been written in generic terms and much of it 
is also applicable to other applications.

Each delegate will receive a complimentary copy of the Pump Centre’s Pumping 
Station Design Guide – Parts 1, 2 and 3.

The content will include:
09:30 – Registration & Coffee
10:00 – Session 1: Introduction – The need for guidance
11:00 – Comfort & Refreshment Break
11:30 – Session 2: The structure of the Guide. A detailed look at Part 1
12:30 – Lunch Break 
13:30 – Session 3: A detailed look at Parts 2 and 3 of the guide
14:30 – Comfort & Refreshment Break 
15:00 – Common Problems & Questions
15:30 – Close

For more information contact: Jim Eaves on 07968 707 753

Awareness Day Introduction to Pumping System Design
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A two day course which will examine the law of 
contract and of tort within which engineering 
contracts (both supply and construction) are made 
and operate, and explain the many matters stated in 
the standard forms. 

The course will cover the broad range of:

• The English legal system
• The law of contract: contract formation, terms (express, implied,   
 exclusion & limitation), requirements as to writing, discharge,   
 breach, and privity
• The tort of negligence
• Risk and payment, variations and their impact
• Essential elements of engineering contracts
• Payment mechanisms
• Standard forms of contract
• Dispute resolution

Points of law will be illustrated with references to legislation and past cases. This 
course is based on a highly successful course of evening classes that has been 
held for over ten years. Detailed course notes will be provided.

Who should attend
This course is ideal for those senior engineers who have spent some years in 
contracting but never had any formal training in contract law, those who 
wish to have a refresher in the subject and those who are comparatively new 
to engineering and contracting and who need to understand the law within 
which they are working. It is equally of benefit to those who are involved in 
the procurement of goods, services and works and to those who are managing 
contracts – whether for a purchaser, main contractor, subcontractor or supplier.

Course programme:
Day 1

1. English legal system • Sources of law • English legal system is adversarial  
 • Natural justice • Burden of proof

2. Law of Contract (1) • Definition of a contract • Analysis of contract   
 formation • Requirements as to writing • Simple and speciality contracts   
 • Contracts of utmost good faith

3. Law of Contract (2) • Terms - conditions and warranties • Express terms   
 • Implied terms • Exclusion and limitation clauses

4. Law of Contract (3) • Discharge of contract • Breach of contract • Set-off  
 • Privity • Assignment 

5. Law of tort • Tort - what is it? • Tort of negligence • Four stage test   
 • Remedies

6. Conclusions - contract and tort • Limitations of action • Action in   
 contract or tort?

Day 2

7. Introduction to engineering and construction contracts • The contract  
 • The Engineer/Project Manager • Making the contract • Risk and basis of   
 payment • Variations and their impact • Types of works • Activities of the   
 contractor

8. Essential Contents of engineering and construction contracts 
 • Definitions • General duties of Contractor and Purchaser • Appointment 
 and authority of the contract administrator and his assistants   
 • Time for completion • Delay and extension of time • Liquidated   
 damages for delay • Completion/Takeover/Performance tests • Certificates  
 • Variations • Payment • Interest on late payment • Liability for defects   
 • Contractor’s liabilities • Insurance • Limitation of contractor’s liabilities   
 • Sufficiency of price and unforeseen conditions • The Site and   
 responsibilities - Health and Safety • Subcontracting and assignment   
 • Ownership of materials • Patents and other protected rights • Contractor’s  

 default and termination of contract • Bonds and guarantees • Notices &   
 their service; law and jurisdiction

9. Payment mechanisms • Price based contracts • Cost based contracts

10. Standard forms of contract • Brief review of the various industry forms   
 and key aspects of risk associated with each:

 - Civil engineering and building forms - Mechanical and electrical forms   
 - Process plant contract forms - Process plant contracts - Service contracts
 - Main and subcontract forms

11. Dispute resolution: Adjudication, Experts, ADR, and Arbitration   
 • Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 • Key features of  
 each of the major forms of dispute resolution • Avoiding disputes

For more information contact: Jim Eaves on 07968 707 753

TRAINING & AWARENESS DAY PROGRAMME 2014

The Pump Centre presents its prestigious Young Engineer of the Year Award at 
its annual Conference, which is held at the International Centre, Telford. The 
award is aimed at young engineers working anywhere in the supply chain from 
Pump Users, Consultants, Contractors, Manufacturers and Component & Service 
Suppliers.

The award is open to those engineers who have made a significant contribution 
to their company in the area of pumps, systems and the associated equipment. 
Their contribution could be in any of the following disciplines:

• Design • Specification • Project management 
• Technical support • Maintenance • Operations

Prize

The winner of the award will receive a package of prizes:

1. A commemorative certificate / trophy.
2. A cash prize.
3. A one day Pump Centre training course (worth up to £350).
4. A copy of the Pump Centre’s Pumping Station Design Guide.
5. An invite to the 2015 Pump Centre Conference Dinner.

Apply now - for your nomination form

If you are interested in applying, simply send an email to  
john.howarth@esrtechnology.com and you will be forwarded the nomination 
forms.

Calling all Young 
Engineers

Picture left of David Pattinson (ATKINS) and picture right of Chris Walker (Wessex Water) being 
presented with their Young Engineer certificate by Mike Rush, the Pump Centre Chairman and 
Mechanical & Electrical Engineering Manager, Engineering & Capital Delivery at United Utilities

Contract Law for Engineers
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Background
Severn Trent Water is the UK’s second biggest water company. It serves more than 
3.7M homes and business customers in England and Wales. Its region stretches 
from mid-Wales to Rutland and from the Bristol Channel to the Humber. The 
company delivers almost two billion litres of water every day through 46,000km 
of pipes. A further 91,000km of sewer pipes take waste water away to more than 
1,000 sewage treatment works. 

The company has a positive attitude towards innovation and has a formal advisory 
group, made up of a variety of internal and external personnel, whose role it is to 
assess new approaches and new technologies to see how they can best benefit 
the company and enhance the service it offers to its customers.

It was this desire to innovate and explore new technology that led it and one of its 
Tier 1 Design & Build contractors, NMC Nomenca, to investigate the feasibility of 
advanced, integrated Motor Control Centres (MCCs) from Rockwell Automation. 
The new approach also included the deployment of Form 2 construction; a 
proven, space-saving approach popular in other industries.

Challenge
In a recent Asset Renewal scheme, following an in-depth feasibility study, Severn 
Trent Water gave engineers from NMC Nomenca the green light to investigate 
new or not-widely-used technologies in the development of a new Inlet Works 
at Melton Mowbray Sewage Treatment Works; replacing the current Screenings, 
Screens Handling, and Grit Removal installation at its Lake Terrace terminal 
pumping station.

The existing pumps at Lake Terrace will be retained, to transfer the raw sewage 
to Melton Mowbray, where the new Inlet Works will be constructed to treat the 
influent. The new Inlet Works will also be sized to accommodate future flows 
from nearby Asfordby.

With space limitations and Inherent Hazards at the Lake Terrace site, the decision 
to relocate the screening infrastructure to Melton Mowbray gave engineers 
at Severn Trent Water and NMC Nomenca the opportunity to consider new 
technologies and ideas for Lake Terrace. And, following an in-depth investigation 
by the ICA Community of Practice group and a competitive tender, MCC and 
associated technology from Rockwell Automation was chosen.

“We wanted to do something a little different with the MCCs and the innovation-
led approach we were able to take allowed us to do this,” explains Chris Webb, 
Contracts Engineer at NMC Nomenca and the company’s representative on the 
ICA Community of Practice group. “Severn Trent Water was looking for innovation 
in the new equipment and was also looking to save money (15% versus existing 
potential solutions). I had a few ideas based around the MCC, especially relating to 
the use of Form 2 construction, which is not very common in the UK water industry 
even though it is in the current standards. As well as using Form 2 to reduce the 
overall size of the MCC, I also wanted to try out some different, contemporary 
technologies, such as those offered by Rockwell Automation.”

Form 2 defines the way devices are located and installed relative to each 
other. Using Form 4, the “normal” installation method in the water industry, 
motors starters would be isolated from each other and installed in separate 
compartments. In a Form 2 MCC however, just one compartment is required. 
The Form factor defines the way the metalwork forming the MCC is constructed 
(isolation/segregation), with Form 4 being a very mature design based on 
older standards and less-reliable equipment. Advances in equipment reliability 
now make Form 2 not only possible, but also more desirable when it comes to 
installations with restricted space.

Solution
Chris Webb presented his ideas around the Form 2 concept to the Severn Trent 
Water ICA COP and, after significant appraisals, was given the green light to 

Severn Trent Water saves significant 
expenditure while benefiting from 

open, flexible and easy-to-use 
technology 

Leading UK water company adopts innovative approach to plant upgrade and realises 
multiple benefits of Rockwell Automation based solution

TALKING TECHNICALPUMPACTION
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develop the concept for the scheme.

Other significant elements of the design included the use of Allen-Bradley 141a 
Busbars and MCS Isolation Modules. The use of 141a Busbars and the MCS Isolation 
Modules go hand in hand as they allow the motor starters to be configured in a 
more modular fashion, so they can be installed side by side. Starters normally clip 
on to a top-hat rail, however the MCS modules – plastic bases that clip on to a 
bus bar – remove the need for wires by offering a direct, hard connection to the 
bus bar. As well as simplifying the design, starters can also be unclipped while the 
bus bar is live (hot swap) with no need to turn the whole MCC off.

The complete installation of the intelligent MCC comprises a range of Allen-
Bradley products including CompactLogix Programmable Automation Controller 
(PAC), PanelView 15in colour touch screen HMI, three-component starters (MCB/
Contactor/E3+ Overload Relay), 141a busbar system, MCS ISO (isolating) Modules 
c/w control plugs, PowerFlex 70 Variable speed drives and the open DeviceNet 
network connected to the PAC using Ethernet/DeviceNet bridge modules.

This system will be intelligent with all variable-speed drives connected to the 
PAC via Ethernet. All fixed-speed drives will be connected via twin DeviceNet 
networks (to allow duty standby separation), with the DeviceNet network 
connecting to the PAC via Ethernet/DeviceNet bridge modules negating the need 
to install scanner cards.

Results
Severn Trent Water will see numerous benefits from this new approach. In the 
first instance the Inlet MCC Form 2 construction has a smaller footprint than 
a Form 4 construction, reducing the cost/size of the MCC, kiosk, and the base 
slab. Indeed, a 23% CAPEX reduction has been estimated using Form 2 MCC 
construction compared to standard Form 4 construction.

The use of Ethernet communications via Ethernet/DeviceNet bridge modules also 
saves cost connecting to the PLC. The Allen-Bradley 141a busbar system provides 
solid positioning for MCS-components, a planning tool for assemblies and type-

tested assemblies; while the Allen-Bradley MCS system provides modularity, 
flexibility, quick exchange (low down time) and space saving benefits.

“The use of Form 2, Bus bars, MCS and ISO was seriously considered following a 
visit from Peter Plows from Rockwell Automation,” Chris Webb explains. “I went 
to Rockwell Automation’s UK HQ for a presentation and I left with a head full of 
ideas. I decided that the next time I attended an ICA COP meeting, I would present 
the technology. As a result, the group bought into it and it all moved forwards. 
Rockwell Automation has got a long-established relationship with Severn Trent 
Water and NMC Nomenca and NMC Nomenca is very confident in Rockwell 
Automation’s abilities. It has a great product range and the quality is superior.”

Chris Webb adds: “The Ethernet connectivity deployed within the MCC is very 
useful and flexible and is almost certainly the way forward regarding control 
networks. Why put in a closed network when such a powerful open network is out 
there?

“Rockwell Automation’s products are probably the easiest to use on the market,” 
he concludes, “they are extremely versatile and well supported. Personal 
interaction is also open, friendly approachable and supportive.”

Solutions
A Rockwell Automation solution was installed, which included:
• Form 2 construction Intelligent MCC
• Allen-Bradley CompactLogix PAC
• Allen-Bradley PanelView 15in Colour Touch Screen HMI
• Three-component starter arrangements (MCB/Contactor/E3+ Overload  
 Relay) 
• Allen-Bradley 141a bus bar system
• Allen-Bradley MCS ISO (isolating) Modules c/w control plugs
• Allen-Bradley PowerFlex 70 VSDs 
• DeviceNet network connected to the PLC via Ethernet / DeviceNet   
 bridge modules

Results
• 23% CAPEX reduction using an Inlet MCC of Form 2 construction over a  
 standard Form 4 construction
• Ethernet communications via Ethernet/DeviceNet bridge modules save  
 cost on connecting to the PAC
• Rockwell 141a busbar system, which provides:
• Solid positioning for MCS-components
• Planning tool for assemblies
• Type-tested assemblies
• Rockwell MCS system, which provides:
• Modularity
• Flexibility
• Quick exchange (low down times)
• Space saving (Modules sit on bus bars)

www.rockwellautomation.co.uk
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MGA Controls are the exclusive distributor for the Val-Matic® range of valves 
for water & wastewater applications. MGA have worked closely with Val-Matic® 
to adapt their world leading check, plug & air valves, which have operated 
successfully for nearly 30 years around the world, to the UK market. Our 
extensive product knowledge and sector experience allows us to ensure our range 
of Swing-Flex™ check valves are WIMES compliant, approved for use in the UK 
water companies and contribute to the new AMP period focus on TOTEX.

What are the application benefits of the Resilient 
Hinge Check Valves?
One of the main problems associated with standard weight and lever check 
valves is their on-going maintenance requirements; weight and lever valves need 
constant de-ragging and de-clogging, thus making them a costly choice for any 
wastewater application.

The resilient hinge check valves offer a solution where “virtually” no maintenance 
is required. The valves remain completely ‘clog-free’ in the horizontal and vertical 
position, with no separate valve chamber required, this is ideal for the Private 
Pumping stations being adopted under the DEFRA scheme, ‘Sewers for Adoption’.

Furthermore, the valves consume 50% less energy when compared to competitor 
valves. The valves have only 1 internal moving part, the hinge portion of which 
has a 25 year warranty, giving complete peace of mind to engineers on site.

Don’t just take our word – we’re approved by 
major UK Water Companies!
The Swing-Flex™ has now featured heavily in trials throughout the UK and has 
been given approval for use in many of the major water companies. This means 

you can be totally assured of the valve quality, its operational pedigree and its 
acceptance within the industry.

How do the Resilient Hinge Check Valves support 
TOTEX?
As previously mentioned the Swing-Flex™ significantly reduces energy, 
maintenance & installation costs, thus reducing total expenditure for UK water 
companies.

MGA Controls can, upon request, provide case studies to demonstrate how the 
valves compare on a maintenance basis and on an energy consumption basis to 
competitor valves.

If you require any further information about these the Resilient Hinge Check 
Valves you can either visit our website or contact one of our dedicated technical 
engineers with any application questions.

www.mgacontrols.co.uk

WIMES compliant Resilient Hinge Check 
Valves designed for TOTEX

Secure Conveying  
for Your Processes

The right model for every application

 Good to have a choice! 

 � TORNADO® rotary lobe pump
 � NEMO® progressing cavity pump
 � M-Ovas® macerator 
 � NETZSCH twin shaft macerator

NETZSCH Pumps & Systems Ltd.

Horchester, Holywell
Dorchester, Dorset, DT2 0LL
info.npu@netzsch.com
www.netzsch.com

Coming Soon! The new 
Pump Centre website

The new Pump Centre website is close to completion. It is hoped that 
the new website will offer Pump Centre members a much better online 
experience than the existing site.

The new site will contain features such as
• Pump Centre news, events and training 
• Member news and information
• General technical  
 resources 
• Job vacancies
• WIMES project data 

Plus much more. All 
members will be notified 
just prior to the launch.

www.pumpcentre.com
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When major refurbishment works were outlined for 
Abberton Reservoir near Colchester, a solution was 
needed to keep the region’s water supply pumping 
whilst the existing pumping station was demolished 
and rebuilt. Xylem’s Rental Services devised the 
perfect temporary pumping solution.

Abberton Reservoir, situated on the outskirts of 
Colchester in the scenic Essex countryside, is a large 
freshwater reservoir covering over 660 hectares. The 
reservoir is owned and operated by Essex & Suffolk 
Water (ESW), part of Northumbrian Water Group, 
and plays a strategic role in supplying drinking water 
to 1.5 million people in Essex. 

Water stored in Abberton Reservoir is pumped 
2km to Layer de-la-Haye Water Treatment Works 
where it is treated and then distributed to ESW’s 
customers in Essex and parts of East London. 
During the 1990s it became clear that the predicted 
population rise in these regions would substantially 
increase the future demand for water and as a result, 
ESW needed to look at viable options to sustainably 
increase the volume of water stored.

The most sustainable option was to enlarge the 
capacity of Abberton Reservoir. Therefore, ESW 
decided to proceed with a £150million investment 
to ensure Abberton Reservoir could not only capture 
and store an increased volume of water to help 
ease demand pressures, but also to provide a secure 
supply of water for many years into the future.

The Abberton Reservoir expansion incorporated a 
number of projects including raising the height of 
the main dam by 3.2m, building four new smaller 
dams around the perimeter of the reservoir, raising 
the B1026 causeway and moving the highway to 
accommodate the new reservoir footprint and 
the construction or refurbishment of a number of 
pumping stations.

In addition, the expansion work also included the 
huge task of demolishing and reconstructing the 
main pumping station, which is responsible for 
pumping the water to the local treatment works. 

To enable this to be done, a new temporary pumping 
station was built alongside the existing station, to 
enable the continued pumping of water from the 
reservoir. This allowed contractors to demolish the 
original pumping station and build a completely 
new, raised pumping station, upon the footprint of 
the original. 

Construction of the temporary station gave rise to a 
number of challenges. It had only one draw-off level 
and, should there have been a drought, the available 
water could have been below that of the station. 
Furthermore, its location adjacent the reservoir 
bank made it more susceptible to high turbidity and 

water quality issues.

Rental experts from Xylem have a proven track 
record of devising innovative solutions to temporary 
pumping challenges. Xylem’s rental engineers 
devised a plan to build a purpose built, floating 
pontoon, which would house their Flygt submersible 
pumps and be positioned in the centre of the 

reservoir to draw the best quality water available 
at any level, with minimal silt content. The pontoon 
would be guided out into the centre of the reservoir 
and then anchored down on each corner, to ensure it 
remained in prime position on the water.

Xylem Rental installed four Flygt NS3301 pumps 
within the floating pontoon, three of the Flygt 
pumps were for regular pumping duty with the 
fourth installed as a standby pump for periods of 
heavier pumping requirements.

Over 300 metres of heavy duty pipework was also 
installed to connect the pontoon to the temporary 
pumping station, with Flygt variable frequency drives 
installed in the station, to ensure optimal running of 
the pumps and the most efficient pumping possible. 
The rental solution from Xylem meant that the 
main pumping station could be decommissioned 
and work could begin on this significant part of the 
expansion works. 

The new Abberton Pumping Station is now fully 
operational and the expansion project has been 
a huge success. The level of the reservoir has 
been raised by a total of three metres, which will 
eventually lead to a sixty per cent increase in the 
overall capacity of the reservoir. 

Mick Boyle, Rental Manager at Xylem Water 
Solutions, commented: “The project at Abberton 
Reservoir has been a huge success. The installation 
Xylem provided enabled ESW to continue to supply 
water to their supply region as usual and highlighted 
our ability to design bespoke temporary dewatering 
systems and ensure that our customers achieved the 
end result they desired.” 

Kevin Packard, Acceptance Engineer at ESW, 
commented: “We were delighted with Xylem’s 
innovative approach to our pumping needs during 
this project. The bespoke solution meant that we 
could continue to supply the best quality water to 
our customers while the new pumping station was 
being built”.

www.xylemwatersolutions.com/uk

Abberton Reservoir – Keeping the Water Pumping
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What is a traditional induction motor?

An AC induction motor relies on the principle of the electric current in the rotor 

being induced by electromagnetic induction from the magnetic field from the 

stator winding. Rotors can either be wound or squirrel-cage type.

The speed of the motor is dependent on the frequency of the AC current passed 

through the stator and the number of poles wound into the rotor.

Efficiency levels of induction motors

Efficiency of induction motors used to be described by motor efficiency bands 

EFF1 EFF2 and EFF3 with EFF1 being the most efficient. However these standards 

were replaced in 2005 by IEC 60034-30 which specifies efficiency levels of IE1, 

IE2, IE3 and IE4, where IE1 is the least efficient and roughly comparable to the 

old EFF1

What are the alternatives?

There are two main alternatives to the traditional induction motor now in the 

market place.

Permanent magnet (PM) motors generally use rare earth materials to generate 

their magnetic field on the rotor rather than relying on induction. This allows for 

a very high efficiency operation with high power densities. It also allows for the 

potential of direct drive, removing the need for speed reduction devices due to its 

ability for high torques and low speeds.

Permanent magnet motors require a variable speed drive in order to operate 

however, as their rotating electric field must be kept in sync with the rotor. They 

are also often very heavy and come with a much higher initial purchase cost 

than a traditional motor. The strong magnetic fields present some challenges to 

maintenance such as bearing changes.

Synchronous reluctance motors, as the name implies, relies on the reluctance of 

its rotor to guide the magnetic field lines from the rotating electric current to 

generate torque. This brings many advantage including very high efficiency, very 

low audible noise and potentially reduced weight or higher power density, with 

reduced maintenance schedules. However synchronous reluctance motors also 

require a variable speed drive in order to operate and will have a somewhat higher 

initial purchase cost.

What starting methods are available?

There are several ways of starting an induction motor, each with its own unique 

advantages or disadvantages

• Direct Online Starting (DOL) – A DOL starter simply applies three   

 phase power directly to the motor. This generate a high starting torque, but  

 uncontrolled. This generates high mechanical strain on the motor and its   

 load as well as a very high electrical strain. It provides no controlled method  

 of stopping and is unsuitable for PM or synchronous reluctance motors. 

• Star Delta Starter – Star Delta starters limit the current to the motor   

 during start up. This limits starting current through the motor and reduces  

 the shock loading on the motor, however this also often means a very   

 long starting time and if limited too far failure to start at all can result.   

 Again there is no method for controlled stop and this method is unsuitable  

 for PM or synchronous reluctance motors.

• Variable speed drive – Variable speed drives give total control over starting  

 torque and current. They allow control of both acceleration and deceleration  

 time, although some form of electrical braking may be required for fast   

 deceleration rates. They offer motor thermal protection built in and allow   

 optimisation of process control and efficiency via speed or torque control.   

 Drives with specialist software are usually required for PM or synchronous   

 motors control.

What are your choices?

There are several key deciding factors when selecting an electric motor.

• Motor rating selection – The required speed and torque for your motor is  

 defined by your application and is not the topic of this paper

• Availability – What happens in the case of a breakdown of your motor?   

 How readily available are spares and repairs?

• Maintenance schedule – What is the maintenance schedule of your   

 motor and what effect will this have your productivity? Generally standard  

 induction motors will need more attention that PM or synchronous motors.  

 PM motors often need special consideration due to the magnetic forces   

 involved. Synchronous motors should present a very low maintenance   

Choosing the right motor for 
the application. How to navigate 

the modern choices.
Pump Centre Conference, April 2014

Synopsis
In the modern world of automation, many choices exist for industrial motors. This paper discusses the basics of electric motors, the different types available in the 
modern marketplace, the reasons why you would select one over the other as well as some of the pitfalls to be aware of during selection and subsequent life cycle.
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 schedule, typically with greased for life bearing and no rotor windings that  

 could need rewinding.

• Cost – Induction motors will be cheaper at initial purchase than PM or   

 synchronous motors, however the full life cost of the motor should be   

 considered. This is discussed in more detail later.

• Legal requirements – MEP regulations require that any motor installed after  

 16th June 2011 meet at least the IE2 requirement. From January 2015 all   

 motors 7.5kw and up must meet IE3 or IE2 with a variable speed drive   

 installed. From January 2017 all motors.75kw and up must comply with IE3  

 or IE2 plus VSD.

Whole life cycle cost

WIMES has a detailed whole life cycle cost analysis (LCC Model 02) which should 

be considered upon selection of a motor for a water application.

In essence this document collects together information about the application 

including requirements for running hours and loading and combines this with 

information about the cost of energy and required maintenance to give a view of 

the cost of a motor over its whole life.

Generally speaking for most applications the cost of energy to run the application 

vastly outweighs the initial cost of purchase of the motor itself. Up to 97% of the 

whole life cost will be the cost of electricity. To this end it seems wise to select 

the most energy efficient motor possible at specification stage.

An untapped scenario is better use of the VSD monitored functions. In these cases 

the VSD does need to be a slave to the PLC brains of the system, but it can provide 

important process protection

The range of solutions, product variants, STD and engineered PLC code continues 

to grow year on year and this solution remains a key solution to the automation 

strategy of any end user. 

Summary

Three main types of motor technology exist in todays’ automation industry -

 Induction motors

 Permanent magnet motors

 Synchronous reluctance motors 

Four main types of starter exist

• Direct online (DOL) starting

• Star Delta starters

• Soft starters

• Variable speed drives

Only the latter is suitable for PM or Synchronous motors

Regulation exists to enforce a minimum efficiency standard, as per IEC 60034-30.

Whole life costs of motors should be considered before purchase, not simply the 

unit cost. The overwhelming cost of running a motor is the cost of the electricity 

that it will use. To this end, it is usually prudent to select the most efficient motor 

available for the application.

Dan Banks, Water Framework Manager, ABB

www.abb.com
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supportable engineering analysis. 
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Pump systems are a key technology for numerous applications in diverse 
industries. They account for a major share of all electricity consumed for 
industrial purposes. That is why users are now much more concerned about their 
equipment’s power consumption than they were only a few years ago.

Depending on the scope of analysis, the potential savings on energy in current 
industrial systems range between 30 percent and 40 percent. In concrete terms, 
the German Energy Agency (dena) has calculated that pump system operators 
in Germany could save as much as 14 billion kWh per year. That would translate 
into annual savings of 1.12 billion Euros for the operators themselves and a drop 
of 7.7 million tonnes in CO

2
 emissions.

There are many reasons why much too much energy is still being wasted in 
connection with pump operation. In processing facilities and refineries, for 
example, maximum priority is attached to productivity and getting back on 
stream following repairs. Often, this is achieved at the expense of a hydraulically 
optimised system. Frequently, when piping systems have been rearranged 
for production-related reasons, the installed pump sizes are not subsequently 
adjusted to match. Oversized and undersized valves, inadequate pipe radii and 
incrusted pipe cross-sections throttle the flow and contribute extensively to the 
waste of energy. Also, many large chemical facilities have their own power plants 
and therefore enjoy access to lower cost electricity.

For new installations, it is relatively easy to select a hydraulically optimal pump. 
As long as the requirements to be met by the pump are known, a very energy-
efficient pump set can be chosen with great accuracy by way of pump selection 
programs which most manufacturers have on hand for their customers. It is, of 

course, essential that a large number of closely spaced pump sizes be available 
to the user (Figure 1), and that the impeller diameters (Figure 2) be trimmed to 
match the required operating point. It is also of elementary importance that no 
safety margins be added: even efficient pumps cannot run economically if they 
are used in the wrong operating mode.

If a system has been in service for a number of years, it is not quite so easy to 
determine its actual saving potential. The first step is to ascertain the pump’s 
present operating point and mode of operation since all other cost-cutting 
measures depend on them. Professional assistance can be quite useful in this 
connection.

Some service specialists are able to utilise special data loggers (Figure 3) to 
record relevant data over a representative period of time. These instruments 
measure the flow rates, pump suction and discharge pressures and electrical 
data such as momentary motor outputs. Pump bearing housing vibrations can 
also be measured. This data provides information on the wear state or condition 
of each pump, hence enabling identification of misalignment, shaft deflection, 
unbalance and imposed vibrations from the periphery. All these factors have 
major effects on pump availability and service life. Service specialists use the 
recorded data yielded to carry out a detailed analysis. They make suggestions 
on various cost-cutting measures and calculate the anticipated payback periods. 
Then, if an operator decides to implement one of the proposed measures, the 
service specialists will perform a second set of measurements on conclusion of 
the project in order to demonstrate and validate the measure’s success.

In practice, a detailed analysis of a pump’s operating behaviour often reveals that 
it is not running at its optimal, energy-efficient operating point. A common cause 
for operating outside the design conditions is due either to system oversizing 
or to normal temporary variations in flow rate arising from system processes. 
If power input is not adjusted to demand via some form of system control, 
valuable energy is wasted. The pump’s power input can be matched to the precise 
requirements of the system by altering its speed. In the case of closed-circuit 
systems, energy savings of up to 60 percent can be achieved depending on the 
load profile. The industry offers a variety of technical options which allow energy 
consumption to be influenced via speed control.

Centrifugal pumps offer great 
potential savings

Dipl.-Ing. Christoph P. Pauly (KSB Aktiengesellschaft, Frankenthal, Germany)
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Figure 1: Selection chart of the standardised chemical pump series MegaCPK for 2-pole motors 
running at 50 Hz / 2,900 rpm

Figure 2: Trimming an impeller to the exact operating point Figure 3: Data loggers record all of a pump’s relevant data for weeks at a time
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These potential savings can be demonstrated using a practical example. An 

industrial pump transports water with Antifrogen for cooling purposes. The 
required head is 38 metres. The required cooling water flow rate depends on 
the process involved and ranges between 200 and 300 cubic metres per hour. 
During fixed speed operation, the pump consumes 215,467 kWh a year. Assuming 
a cost of 8 pence per kWh, this adds up to £17,785.56 per annum. However, if 
the same pump is equipped with a speed control unit with a simple differential 
pressure control setup keeping the discharge pressure constant, a saving of some 
£1,568.59 annually can be realised. These potential savings can be exploited with 
almost any standard frequency inverter. 

Potential savings are dependent on the system’s load profile. The most significant 
cost reductions are achievable if the pump in question frequently operates under 
low flow conditions. Speed control will not deliver cost savings on pumps where 
the total volume flow rate is required continuously.

In addition, the available range of off-the-shelf variable speed systems for 
use in potentially explosive atmospheres is still rather small. Indeed, the 
operators’ myriad different work standards make it nearly impossible for pump 
manufacturers to economically adapt their “motor-mounted” variable speed 
systems to the respective set of requirements and then get them certified. The 
same applies to the new high-efficiency drive motors. While they do generate less 
heat and would therefore be ideal for such applications, their working principle 
often makes them dependent on an accessory frequency inverter (FI).

Of course, one option would be to install the FI outside of the potentially 
explosive atmosphere. That, however, is a rather unpopular choice, because it 
would involve extra cabling runs to bridge the longer distances between motor 
and frequency inverter. The additional cost of sine filters and expensive shielded 
cables would reduce the achievable savings and extend the payback period. 
Consequently, the job of tapping into the savings potentials that speed control 
has to offer for pumps in potentially explosive atmospheres is reserved for the 
operators’ own instrumentation & control departments.

Modern centrifugal pumps (Figure 4) have already achieved a level of efficiency 
that can hardly be further improved. When they appear to be consuming more 
energy than necessary, it is very probably due to the fact that too little attention 
has been paid when the pump duty was specified. No pump can operate more 
economically than its surrounding system allows.

www.ksb.com
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Figure 4: Standardised chemical pumps like this MegaCPK have already achieved a level of 
efficiency that could hardly be further improved
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• IE3 motors
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e:sales@wilo.co.uk    
f:+44 (0) 1283 523099

WILO EMU Borehole

WILO EMU Mixer

Atlas Copco has announced the development of its first in-house designed inverter 
drive, called Neos. All of the company’s GA 37-90 VSD range compressors will 
now be equipped with the new Neos inverter units, which will also be available as 
spare parts for retrofitting existing GA models in the field.

The new Neos inverter, developed and manufactured in Atlas Copco’s plant 
in Antwerp has been tailored precisely to meet the current and predicted 
requirements of its compressors in terms of size, simplicity, robustness and 
reliability.

The launch is a response to the fact that only 5% of the off-the-shelf electric 
motors and inverters available to OEMs are used in compressors. The majority 
of these inverters are designed for a broad variety of applications, including 
pumps and fans, with less demanding torque requirements than those of heavy 
duty compressor operations. Atlas Copco has therefore designed and developed 
the first dedicated unit for this function, based on 20 years of experience in 
manufacturing VSD compressors.

During the development of the inverter, an extensive programme of rigorous 
endurance field testing was conducted in a variety of hot, cold and dusty industrial 
conditions and involved running units up to 10,000 hours at maximum load. The 
performance of 16 drive units, installed on a mix of 55, 75 and 90kw standard and 
full-feature compressors, were compared in application sites as varied as Finland, 
Bahrain, Spain, Sweden, Germany and Belgium. These tests proved conclusively 
that the Neos unit is capable of operating in the harshest working conditions at 
continuous full load from -20°C up to 50°C ambient temperatures, and is fully 
protected against dust ingress by its IP 5X rated enclosure.

70kg lighter and less than half the size of the largest generic inverter, the compact 
Neos design eliminates the need for a control panel. All communication is 
achieved via CAN connection with the compressor’s Elektronikon Mk 5 controller 
or, in the unlikely event of trouble shooting, via Ethernet connection to a PC. The 
only other inputs to the unit’s control board comprise the motor temperature 
sensor input, relay output for the cubicle fan control, two digital inputs for the 
run-enable function and service switch, and the safe torque off function.

Backed with a warranty period that is double that of other proprietary drives, 
the Neos units are fully interchangeable with existing inverter brands where 
retrofitting is required. With the Neos, Atlas Copco also has added the advantage 
of independent, full control over the availability of spare parts, now and in the 
future.

www.atlascopco.com

Atlas Copco introduces 
its first in-house VSD 
inverter drive: Neos
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In my work as a system installer, hassle is the last thing I want. Features 
that guide me through installation and setup make life a lot easier.
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intelligent process control
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DC link technology and StartUp Wizards open up new 
possibilities for controlling pumps and fans. It comes 
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HP, and a voltage range of 230 V to 500 V. VACON 100 
FLOW is available in a IP21/UL Type 1 or IP54/UL Type 
12-certified enclosure, ensuring it can operate in 
challenging environments. For additional details, visit 
www.vacon.com
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